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TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS DECADE FOR AFRICA

1978-1988

PROGRAMME FOR THE FIRST PHASE I98O-I9S3

EVALUATION - STATUS - REVISION

The programme for phase I of the Decade consisted originally of 771 projects

for all sectors at an estimated cost of $8,900 million.

Following the call by resolution ECA/UNTACDA/8l/l3 adopted in March I98I

at the second meeting of the Conference of Ministers of Transport, Communications

and Planning, to revise and update the .programme, ECA "began in I98I to integrate

the following into the programme:

- Kagera Basin Organization (OBK) projects;

- SADCC programmes of action in the field of transport and

communications approved in Maputo in November I98O;

- Various projects submitted by certain countries either directly

to ECA or introduced during the Consultative Technical Meetings

organized in Lome in I98I and in Ouagadougou, Yaounde and Abidjan

in 1982.

The revised programme for Phase I is as per attached tables. It consists

ofl,092 projects for all sectors at a total estimated cost of 315,443,404,000

Financing so far received is43.2per cent broken down as follows (see also

overall summary table):

Transport: 779 projects estimated at $1,117,937,000 Financing obtained amounted

to $120,076,000 million or approximately l0^ per cent.

Communications: 313 projects estimated at £lo073 million. Financing to

the tune of $120.O76 has been received or approximately 11.2 per cent only.

The drawing up of the programme for Phase II of the Decade, I984-I988 ij

compliance with Resolution ECa/UNTAGDa/8i/14 adopted at the second meeting

of the Conference of Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning in

March I98I, entailed the sending of consultants to all countries of the continent

and to intergovernmental organizations between April and July 1982* The

consultants also gathered information on the progress made in connection with

the programme for Phase I of the Decade. During these missions by the consultants,

some countries requested that projects in Phase I be deferred to Phase II and in

some cases even requested the-cancellation of certain projects.
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It also seeaed necessary to defer the indentation of so.ne project, with
relatively high costs'which had not yet attracted financing or for which the
ittZt for financing were uncertain until the end of 1983 or early 1984.
ZIZ nlyHxase I project, dealing with feasibility and engineering studies
wnicn had been completed or Were likely to be completed before the end of 1983,
were carried forward into 1983 for their physical indentation (constructs,

equipment) •

.Consequently, the program of Phase I was reduced to the following;

_ for transport, 401 projects estimated at $6,830,303,000.

iTnak'clnToMained is $5,783,603,000 or 84.7 per cent.

- for communications,58 projects estimated at $120,076 million
irl'TT^Td is $120,076 nillion or 100 per cent -

The final r^vdsed^PiSSSS-Ja^i^J c°«siEts 459 projects for all sectors
^^T^^nt^^l^^7 As at 31 July 982 (*£at J^^T^^nt^^l6^^7000. As at 31 y 9 (

Terence date), 84-9 P- cent financing (local and Vernal) had been o
this period being one and a half years to the e^rahon of Phase I of the Decade.

The sector-by-sector description provides more detailed informations

the status of this programme. - -
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Overall Summary Table - Phase I

Sub-

sector

ROP

RAP

AIP

SHP

HAP

INP

MMP

Total

Transport

projects

TEP

SAP

BRP

POP

MAP

Total

^omrn.

projects

Grand

Total

Figures in ^■ -Thousands

Complete updated programme of

No. of

projects

224

79

201

75

120

71

? :

77?

90

3

115

■ 84

21

313

1,092

Estimates

2,271

5,439

2,162

1,176

2,904

338

33

14,325,

531,

1.
211,

241,

l,lllj

15x442

,073

,000

,943

,154

,915

,232

,150

,467

,063

,700

,817

,553

f8O4

937

,404

Financing

obtained

1,526

2,455:

54O!

388.

1,502,

137,

6,551,

40,

36,

36,

, 7,

120,

6.672a

,731

,000

,223

,824

r7O2

,756

700

,q^6

,611

}80

070

000

?Vt

076

012

Pro j ect s

No. of

projects

114*

69

77

51

53

30

7

401

17

.1

19

16

5

58

45Q

remaining in Phase I

Estimates

It

3,

It

-it

6.

582,

120,

308.

384-

300,

106,

28,

830,

40,

36,

36,

7T

120,

,650

,000

1 ^A ^

,888

rl80

t222

."ISO

,303

,611

180

,070

000

21 S

076

379

Financing

obtained

1,389

2,4^2

308

352

1,207

72

5,783

40

36,

36,

7,

120,

5 90^

,745

,000

,213

,338

,610

,997

700

,603

,611

180

,070

t000

,215

rO76

.67.2,,

* including 55 projects for which studies have been completed
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SYNOPTIC EVALUATION OF THE PROGRESS ACHIEVED IN THE IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE FIRST PHASE PROGRAMME OF THE DECADE

A. The origin of the-United Nations Transport and Communications Decade

for Africa . ... . ... . ■ .

On 19 December 1977 the United Nations General Assembly endorsed the

recommendations embodied in the EGA Conference of Ministers resolution adopted

at Kinshasa of March 1977. At the same time, the General Assembly adopted

resolution 32/160 and proclaimed the Transport and Communications Decade in

Africa for the years 1978-1988.

The principal goal of the Decade is to promote the development of co

ordinated transport and communications systems covering the whole of the

African continent. In the interest of successfully achieving the above goal

and the objectives derived from it, it was necessary to formulate and adopt'

an acceptable global strategy and a programme of action for the first four

years (198O-I983) (phase one) of the Decade. Both the global strategy and

the programme of action of the first phase were published as volume I of the

Decade programme.

">. The Conference of Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning in

May 1979, the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of Organization of African

Unity and the Economic and Social Council in July 1979 all adopted the global

strategy and the programme of action of the first phase of the Decade.

B. The programme of the first phase

The first phase programme of the Decade presented during the Pledging

Conference held on 20 November 1979 consisted of a total of 771 projects at an

investment value of $8.85 billion, of which 1610 projects at a total cost of

$8.34 billion represented the transport sector programme.

The updated first phase programme (October 1982) has 1,092 projects whose

investment cost totals £15.44 "billion. The transport sector still has the

largest share. A total of 779 projects with an investment value of $14.33

billion, or 92.7 per cent of the total cost of the Decade programme, is for the

transport sector, The evaluation exercise undertaken as part of the prepara

tion of the second phase programme also showed that 46.4 per cent of the

updated first phase programme has secured finance; 40I projects with a total

cost of $6.83 billion have been retained in the first phase while the rest

are transferred to the draft second phase programme. The 401 projects

retained in the first phase have secured $5.78 billion or 84.7 per cent of the

total requirements.
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Mobilization of funds: the Pledging CorJTerence

At the inception of the Decade programme',' it "was though*!;- that funding for

the implementation of the programme could be secured through pledging con

ferences of the- United Nations type. This approach was tried on 20 November

1979 in New York. At that time, the.firm commitments made by the African

countries themselves totalled $128,088 and as of April I98O, $158,588.

With respect to donors and financial institutions, the Pledging Con

ference revealed that, although they were willing as in the past to continue

to aid the development of transport and communications in Africa, they would

do so only within the traditional framework of bilateral agreements "between

themselves and thekdirect beneficiaries„ In short, they were unwilling to

make firm pledges in advance on the projects being submitted to them by

African countries„

However, after the Conference, it was learnt from some of the donors that

they would be willing to promote the Decade if consultative meetings were

organized on resticted topics between donors and beneficiariese This was

the conceptual basis of the technical consultative meetings, 1/ which the

EGA Conference of Ministers, at its sixth meeting in April I98O, authorized

when they called upon ECA to .organize "technical consultative meetings based

on the various types of programmes for the Decade or technical consultative

meetings based on groups of African countries or African subregions".

After the Pledging Conference of November l^fy, ECA, as the designated

"lead agency", in accordance with paragraph 111 of the global strategy, took

the initiative to mobilize funds io assure the successful implementation of the

Decade, ECA has since then played its role of co-ordinator, organizer,

catalyst and negotiator supported by MULPOCs 2^ and acting in concert with

OAU, the Inter-agency Co-ordinating Committee of all the relevant United

Nations organisations and African inter-g-overnmental organizations.

l/ Such meetings should not be confused with the United Nations type

pledging conferences or seen as offshoots of that held in New York on

20 November 1979.

2/ The Eastern and Southern Africa-n, West African)Central African,

North African and the Great1 lakes Comnunity Multinational .Programming and

Operational Centres.
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To date, four technical consultative meetings have been organized to

promote the Decade programme with $0.4 million granted by the United Nations
General Assembly, A fifth technical consultative meeting is planned to be
held during the second half of 1983 on roads, maritime transport and ports for
the countries of North Africa, East Africa and the Indian Ocean islands, y

The importance that ECA attaches to the anooass of the Decade programme

could be judged from the efforts made so far to find solutions to the principal
constraint holding up the successful implementation of the Decade, namely
funding. The fact that all four technical consultative meetings were personally
chaired by the Executive Secretary of ECA is further evidence of this fact.

'■ In additon to these consultative meetings the nine Southern African

countries members of SADCC also convened a pledging conference m November 19»0
in Ifaputo to mobilise funds for the investment required to solve the pressing

transport and communications problems of the subregion.

- The main contribution of the technical consultative meetings and the

pledging conference of the SADCC countries towards securing funds for the
Sccfssful implementation of the Decade programme could be surprised as follow.

U) The four technical consultative meetings have to their credit the
mobilization of $940 million, the composition of which is shown below:

In million %

(i) Lome. Togo/ 8 to 11 June 1981

— Roads
7.0

— Air transport

4.1.0
— Communications ^

(ii) OuagadougouT the Upper Vnlta. 20 +-n PP. January 1982

Railways

TTZTgeria, the Comoros, Djibouti, Egypt, Ethiopia, Kenya, the Libyan

Arab Jamahiri^, fc^gscar, Mauritius, Morocco, Seychelles, Somalia, the

Sudan, Tunisia and Uganda.
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In million £

(iii) Yaounde, United Republic of Cameroon,

15 to 17 Ife-rch 1982

- Roads and inland water transport 342<>0

m

(iv) Abidjan, the Ivory Coast, 3 to 5 May 1982

- Maritime transport 66.0

- Ports 81.0

(v) Maputo, Mozambique, November I98O

For all modes 580,0 (committed)

702.5 (pledged)

(b) In addition to the funds mobilized, the technical consultative

meetings held so far have opened up avenues for consultation on

specific projects between financiers and African countries.

(c) During the consultative meetings it was learnt that some of the

projects for which African countries have secured funds from donors

and financial institutions were projects not submitted by the

countries for inclusion in the Decade programme0 This tends to

understate the funds mobilized for transport and communications

development during the Decade.

(d) With regard to implementation of subregional projects, discussions

held at the technical consultative meetings have brought to the

surface the fact that inter-governmental organizations which are

responsible for their implementation can only accept grants or subsidies

"but could not contract loa.ns«, This has made it difficult to attract

external finance and calls for new approaches to the financing of

such projects.

(e) The technical consultative meetings have helped EGA to evaluate

the progress achieved during the first phase.. Moreover, the data

collected was also a useful input in the preparation of the draft

second phase programme of the Decade.
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(f) The relative success of the technical consultative meetings,

following the attitude of donors and financial institutions at the

Pledging Conference, was mainly due to bringing together donors and

beneficiaries on restricted topics and the fact that the meetings

were preceded by carefully planned sensitization missions, which

were headed by Ministers of African countries.

Against the backdrop of the Pledging Conference of November 1979 in New York

and the achievements of the technical consultative meetings, an evaluation

may be made of the overall achievements, problems and constraints of the

implementation of the programme of the first phase of the Decade. In doing
so, an attempt will be made to compare the results obtained with the objectives

set for each mode of transport.
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II. ROADS AM) ROAD TRANSPORT SUB-SECTOR

Out of a total of 771 transport and communications projects included

in the first phase programme of the Decade, 127 projects were in the roads and road

transport sub^-sector. The number of projects in this sub-sector has over time

increased by virtue of new projects being submitted by countries either directly

to ECA or at the technical consultative meetings. The programme of the sub-sector

laid emphasis, on providing new regional and national links and capabilities,

improving and maintaining the existing road system and establishing a technical

base for future development. In financial terms the share of this sub-sector

was $1.8 billion or 20 per cent of the total amount initially allocated for the
transport sector.

: ECA has given considerable attention to the sub-sector in its efforts

to raise the funds needed for the implementation of the Decade programme mainly

through the technical consultative meetings, two of which dealt with roads.

During the first meeting held at Lome, Togo, in June I98I, 48 projects at an

estimated cost of $1.63 billion were considered. These roads were either

sections of the three major highways (Trans-Coastal, trans-Sahelian and trans-

Saharan Highways) which passed through West Africa or were feeder roads

to them. Prior to the meeting, financing in the order of $394 million had been

secured according to information available to ECA. At the meeting, expressions

of interest were made with regard to four of the 12 sections of the Lagos-

Nouakchott Highway and an additional $75.5 million could be provided for them.

The Dakar-N'Djamena Trans-Sahelian Highway was represented by seven projects.

The sections that had attracted financing were Kayes-Senegal border (ROP-lOO),

in Mali, Niamey-Poetchango-the Upper Volta border (ROP-50) in the Niger, and

Tambacounda-Mali border (ROP-179) in Senegal. Three, projects were sections of

the Trans-Saharan Highway. The Sevare-Goa road (ROP-96) had partly attracted

financing, while the Arlit-Algeria border and Agadez-Tanout-Zinder section whioh

are both in the Niger, had not attracted financing at all. The rest of the road

projects were feeders to the major highways. The total cost of the feeder roads

was &771 million and, of this, about 20 per cent had been financed.

At the second technical consultative meeting on roads which took place at

Yaounde", the United Republic of Cameroon in March I982, 33 road projects were

put before the donors. However, during the meeting an additional 11 projects

were presented. Special attention was given to the remaining sections of the

Lagos-Mombaea Trans-African Highway covered by the following projects: ROP-14,

ROP-15 and ROP-16 in the United Republic of Cameroon; ROP-23 in the Central

African Republic and ROP-24 and ROP-72 in Zaire. The feeder roads to this

highway located in the Congo, Gabon, the Central African Republic and the United

Republic of Cameroon were also considered. During the discussion, emphasis was put
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on the following road projects which linked one country with another; ROP-11

and 28, ROP-09 and 18, ROP-19 and 29, ROP-13 and 23, ROP-20 and 30. Of the 44
road projects discussed during the meeting, 22 were totally financed, 12 were

partially financed and 10 had no financing at all.

An overall evaluation of the position in financial terms showed that the

33 projects which were included in the initial programme of the first phase

and the 11 additional projects together amounted to $1,630 million. However,

after the discussion and at the closure of the meeting,- the total cost of the

44 projects was updated to £1,626.5 million and the funds secured amounted to

S644 million, which was 44 per cent of the funds required.

During the period between publication of Volume II and the updating

exercise in August 1982 made on the basis of fresh data collected during field

missions to African countries in May and June 1982, it was found out that

83 additonal projects were submitted by African countries to be included in

the Decade programme. Iherefore, the updated first phase programme consists

of 224 projects with an estimated cost of &2.27 billion. The total amount

of funds secure,, for implementation of the projects is Si.53 billion. Financing

to be secured is $744.34 million.

~\ Out of the 224 first phase projects, 55 projects have their studies

completed, 163 of them have been transferred to the second phase and 114 projects
(with a total estimated cost of $1,586.65 million) remain in the first phase,

The total amount of financing secured for the 114 projects up to August 1982

is SI,389.75 million.

Out of the total of 224 projects, 46,9 per cent are fully financed,

43.6 per cent are partially"financed and 9.6 per cent have not secured any

funding.

Out of the total cost of $2.27 billion of the updated first phase

programme, 67.2 per cent of the funding has been secured, from which

41.1 per cent is from external sources and 26.1 per cent is provided by

African countries themselves.

If the first phase programme is considered by type-of countries, land

locked and least developed countries have secured a bigger share of the

external financing obtained. As among the types of countries, namely land
locked, disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged countries-each group has secured

about the same share of the total funds required for the implementation of

their projects 23.1 per cent, 19-9'Per cent and 24.2 per cent respectively.
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' .: ■ During the Decade, it is planned to link the African countries by at

least-one all-weather road in order to improve the economic co-operation among

them. It was in line.with this objective that -two trans-African Highway

Authorities (Mombasa-Lagos, Trans-African Highway and Cairo-Gaborone Trans-East-

African Highway) were established,, In order to facilitate travel on existing

inter-country roads by reducing or eliminating non-physical barriers, a regional

study on improvement of administration and management of road transport

(ROP-199) and a regional study on training needs and training programme in

the field of transport administration and management (ROP-2OO) were included in

the first phase and they will be implemented during the second phase.

With regard to the harmonization of the various national highway codes,

road signs and signals, EGA has prepared the African Highway Code and presented

it to the Governing Council of tho Cairo-Gaborone Trans-East African Highway

Authority in November 198I in a draft form and it was approved, The establish

ment of vehicle testing centres in each African State (ROP-Ol) will help to

reduce accidents on African roads. It is in line with this that a vehicle

testing centre is being established in Ghana (ROP-I64) which is partially

financed for implementation during the second phase* The installation of

safety barriers and improvement of road markings in Seychelles (ROP-115), the

establishment of a vehicle controlling centre in Seychelles (ROP-117), and the

regional study on measures of improving road transport safety (ROP-I98) are

some of the steps taken towards the improvement of safety on African roads.

The preparation of African Highway Master Plan will improve the inter-

country highway network and will assist national planners to give priority to

international highways. In order to fulfill this objective the Master Plan

will be prepared by ECA with financial support from the Government of Italy

(R0P-20l)o

National and multinational training centres are being established in

order to satisfy the requirements of African countries for trained personnel

ai all levels of road planning, construction, maintenance and administration.

To cite a few examples, mention can be made of the following projects: the

training of transport management personnel in Madagascar (ROP-94) which is fully

financed and the work is in progress, the drivers' training centre in the Ivory

Coast (ROP-90) which is partially financed and to be implemented during the

second phase and the establishment of an African centre for the training of

mechanical equipment operators (R0P-l-6)o

. ■* Although donor agencies, donor countries and

institutions wish to deal directly with individual

specific projects instead of on a regional or grpup

international financing

countries for financing

basis, a considerable
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amount of funds has been raised through technical consultative meetings organized

by ECA. According to the updated first phase programme, 67.2 per cent or ftl.53

billion of the total of 32.27 billion required has been secured. This, in

fact, is a high percentage particularly when there is still one and a half

years left to mobilize additional funds. Therefore, the above analysis reveals

that the programme of the first phase in the roads sub-sector has recorded a

measure of successo
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III- RAILWAYS AND RAIL TRANSPORT

During the period "between the Pledging Conference held in New York

in November I979 and the third Conference of Ministers of.-Transport,

Communications and Planning, the number and cost of the projects of the

railways and rail transport sub-sector have changed due to new projects being

added and some being withdrawn or the cost estimates being revised* This

sub-sector had 41 projects costing $3,223 million against $8,340 millidrifor

the entire transport sector and $8,850 million for both transport and

communications„ This represented 38-6 per cent of the cost of the whole Decade

programme for transport and 36.5 per cent of the cost of both transport and

communications. During the technical consultative meeting held at Ouagadougou,

Upper Volta for railway projects, the situation was as follows: to"the initial

list of 41 projects were added 25 new ones made up of 21 presented by SADCC

(South African Development Co-ordination Confernce) for an amount of $342.6
million and four presented by Angola for an amount of $45 million.

The addition of these new projects .caused the total cost to climb to

84-943 million and the number of projects to 66O Out of this total cost

£80 million was for the carrying out of studies and the rest for construction

work, purchase of equipment and training. All in all, the amount of financing

secured was $2,462 million, of which 4-per cent($415.2 million) and 41.4

per cent (32,047 million) was obtained from external and local financing
sources, respectively.

During the course of missions sent by ECA to all African countries to

identify projects of the'second phase of the-Decade and.evaluate .the. state of

implementation of the programme of the first phase, a comprehensive review,

was made of the state of financing of all transport projects,, This evaluation

is presented in terms of the state of funding (projects wholly or partially

financed or not financed at all); according to the origin and- 'type of. project

(regional, subregional and national projects with a subregional impact):"' in
terms of the source of financing (external or local) in the first part of the

report. While on the whole the financing-of-.these, projects has been successful,

this success is even more impressive in that most of'the goals set for this
sub-sector have been achieved,,

In order to better appreciate the impact of the progress achieved in

this sub-sector projects may be analyzed in terms of the level of their execution,

their nature, their origin and the source of financing,,
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Out of a total cost of $3,120 million for the 69 projects maintained

in the first phase programme,78.6 per cent or 2*452 million was secured or was

in the course of "being secured; what therefore remained to be secured for the

entire programme was $668 million or 21,4 per cent. From the point of view of

execution, the projects can be divided into three groups:

(a) Completely financed projects: There are 21 of these and their

cost is £1,894 million or 6007 per cent of total investments

required during the first phase„ It may be noted that two countries

out of the 21 account for Sl.,456" million,, (Nigeria and Gabon)

(b) Partially financed projects: 32 projects having an estimated

• total cost of 8110,75 million or 35'°5 per cent of the total

investments needed were partially financed; in order to accomplish

total financing $54.96 million or 49.6 per cent of the figure

mentioned above will have to be raised,

(c) Projects that attracted no financing: 16 projects whose cost

represents only 3<,8 per cent of the total investments did not

receive any financing,,

Another way of looking at the projects is to classify them according

their nature, ioe, technical assitance and training, study projects and

construction projects and purchase of equipmenta The projects are analyzed

below according tc the above categories.

Technical assistance and training pro.jects: Three projects (RAP-01 ,

MP-04, RAP-76) for a total cost of 04 million or 0.13 per cent of

total investments fall under this category?

Study projects: There are 24 of these, the total cost of which amounts

to $59 million or.io8.9 per cent of total investments-;

Construction projects and purchase of equipment: There were 46 of these

for an amount of $3,057 million or 97-98 per cent of total investments.

Considering the origin of the projects, it could be noted for example

that out of a total of 21 projects completely executed, eight, are regional or

subregioaal- projects; these are RAP-01, RAP-09, RAP-10, RAP-11, RAP-H, RA.P-16

EAP-29 and RAP-52; two are projects that are presented by poor and least

developed countries (Mali and the Sudan respectively).

Out of the total amount of financing required, African Governments

financed 75*04 per cent of the funds secured and external sources provided

24.96 per cent of tha investments obtained,,
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It will "be recalled that the priority objectives fixed for the rail sub-

sector in the global strategy of the Decade were as follows:

;r (a) renewal of tracks so as to adapt them to modern exigencies;

(b) training of specialists in management and planning for the purpose
of achieving the efficient functioning of railways;

(c) standardization of equipment used on the rail networks and co-ordination
of rules and practices;

(d) establishment of exchange points for traffic between adjacent networks
and also for multimodal transport;

(e) development of networks up to connecting points in neighbouring
countries;

(f) construction of a trans-African railway network.

An examination of all the projects that have been partially or wholly

executed under the rail programme shows that these projects have attained most

of the objectives set. The training activities took the form of either training

seminars (RAP-Ol) or improvement of the management and organization of African
railways or financing of international schools for the training of railway staff

in the Congo, Nigeria, Zambia and Egypt (RAP-O2) or financing of studies such as the
study^on railway training programmes (RAP-43). Activities related to the renewal
of railway tracks were numerous and concerned the realignment of tracks (RAP-O7

Douala-Yaun^e).or repair (RAP-U Itotasc-IfclaM.on Kcnyr.-Uganlla border),'>Benguela
railway (RaP-4^ renewal of 600 kn of trr.cks in Uganda IftP-19 and the

rehabilitation tracks (Petionarfe-Tafiro rail "link: RiP-29 in the-Ivory Coast),

Finally,, projects concerned with the extension of networks so as to
connect them to neighbouring countries were given considerable prominence at

least at the level,of studies. Examples are Parakou-Niamey (RAP-05), the
railway^link between Rwanda, Burundi and the United Republic of Tanzania

(RAP-06), railway.link between Togo-Niger-Mali and Upper Volta (RAP-18).

All in all, the progress achieved in the railways sub-sector, considering
the objectives set is one of the most impressive. It is particularly
gratifying to note that most of the financing has been provided by African
Governments for the rehabilitation of their own networks.
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PORTS

The ports sub-sec-fcor, in the updated first phase programme has a total

of 120 projects with a total investment of $2,904 million as against the ixuiial

100 projects with total cost of §2,241 million.

The fourth technical consultative meeting held in Abidjan, the Ivory Coast,

3 to 5 May 1932 dealt with the first phase maritime transport and ports projects

of the West and Central African subregion. At the meeting, 35 maritime transport
projects with a total cost of $146 million and 51 port projects with.total

investment value of £ 437.6 million were presented to donors for possible

financing. At the end of the meeting, maritime transport projects had secured
45 per cent and those for ports 18.5 per cent of the funds required to implement

the projects under discussion.

As a result of the technical consultative meeting and the venues it

opened up for further consultation between donors and African countries and-

because of the efforts of African countries themselves, 52 per cent of the cost

of the updated first phase programme of the sub-sector has secured financing.

Furthermore 53 projects with a total cost of $1,308 million have secured 92
per cent of the funding required and are expected to secure full financing

during the first phase of the Decade.

Twenty seven of the port sub-sector projects are regional projects dealing

with training and studies of ways and means of increasing productivity of

African ports through regional co-operation. Of these, seven proaects.are

transferred into the second phase while six projects have secured the necessary

In areas of development and improvement of ine physical capacities of

African ports', 37 projects have secured full or partial financing. The following

projects have secured full financing: Gotonou port construction and equipment

(HAP-28), Conakry port expansion (HAP-39), Mombasa port expansion (HAP-42), Beira,
Nacala and Maputo ports expansion (HAP-43, 44), Koko port development (HA.P-45),
Praia port development (HAP-51), Development of. Mutsamudu wharf (HAP-32), Port

Louis grain wharf (HAP-67) Port Harcourt expansion (HAP-76), Modernization of

Port Sudan (H&P-77), Banjul port expansion (HAP-83), Expansion of Zura, Tobruk,

Derna, Tripoli, Bengazi ports (HAP-101, 102, 104, 106, 107) and the port of Sfax

(HAP- ).

The problems of inefficient port operation, poor management and ship-

to-shore radio communication links have been addressed in the Decade programme,

A number of projects in this area have been financed. Among those the fully

financed are: the congestion study (HAP-02), Harmonization of port operation

and management statistics (HAP-13), Lobito port congestion study (HAP-27) and

the establishment of rates for Port Louis (HAP-85).
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The projects dealing with the expansion of ports serving the land-locked

countries of the West, Central and Eastern African subregions have attracted

considerable finance. Cotonou (HAP-28), Pert Harcourt (HAP-76), LoMto (HAP-27),

Mombasa (HA.P-42), Maputo, Nacala and Beira (HA.P-43, 44) have secured full financing

while Abidjan (HAP-4O) and Lome (HA.P-49) have obtained partial financing. The

other port projects, Dar-es-Salaam (HA.P-48) and Douala (HAP--29) ports, have not

received any financing.

The other main concern in the port sub-sector programme is pollution. The

combined projects (HA.P-07 and HAP-O8) which deal with the study of preventing

oil pollution in oil terminals and the; study of facilities for receiving

and testing polluted ballast and other residue have secured funds through Inter

governmental Maritime Organization,,

overall assessment is that, in spite of the transfer of 54 projects

or 45.per cent of the phase I ports programme into phase II, remarkable progress

has been made in both financial and implementation terms.
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V, MARITIME TRANSPORT (SHP)

The initial first phase maritime transport programme of the Decade had

projects with a'total cost cf 8320.04 million. However, the updated fi™t
^program,* has increased to 75 projects with a corresponding total investment

_ue of $1,176 million. To date, 33 per cent of the funds required for the

implementation of the programme have been found.

: The evaluation cf the programme of the sub-sector shows that

« projects (with a total cost of S385 million) have secured $352 million
91 Per cent of required funds for their implementation. These promts ;

are expected to be fully financed by the end of 1983 and are retained m the .

first phase programme,,

The sectoral objective was to maintain or possibly increase Africa's

proportional'share of the world merchant fleet capacity and of -» -+-«™

to say, this is an insignificant proportion relative to Africa's share of the

world maritime trade traffic.

Another area of concern of the Decade-programme was to take advantage
cf the economies of scale resulting from the aggregation of the existing small
national shipping companies into larger subregional enterprises Such »
development would, necessarily, put heavy demands on African technical and
administrative expertise. The maritime transport sub-sector Programme of the

Decade is designed to be more responsive to this fundamental task.

Out of a total of 75 projects_in this sub-seotor, 29 projects with a total
cost of% 5.4 million, leal with the problems which are concerned with regional
Zsubregional co-operation and the establishment of training institutions
^irteen ff the regional and subregional projects are fully financed and another
4 projects are partially financed.

In brief, the development cf maritime transport of African countries new

large y defends on the African countries being in a position to take advantage
of Lprovisions of the Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences prepared u*der
L auspices of United Nations Conference on Trade and Development When h
Code of Conduct for Liner Confernces is ratified by most members of the United
Nations it will enable African countries to carry 40 per cent of their maritim.
freight on their own vessels and to leave 20 per cent to the shipping companies

of the third countries „
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The regional, subregional and national studies and training projects

which are incorporated and are "being financed during the first phase of the

Decade will no doubt contribute to the growth of the African fleet capacity

both in relation to its share of the total world merchant fleet capacity and

its share of the world maritime trade traffic-
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VI. AIR TRANSPORT (AIP)

5rs r
sector of the Decade programme and 15-0 per

the sectoro

transport sector

fte air transport footer ha;

conS.ltative .oetin, ^^^^rS^n Lre.ion, 60 air
t hse projects torwith donors on first phase projects tor presented for

transport p.ojeots with a total oost of J^; -^ d.scuBsiori bet

possible finanoing ^'^^^'J*^ seeded approxi^eXy 11

themselves,

and eval^on carried

r hL^rLreielfd^.per cent of the
the ^ «* *-» P

strategy shows the following:

(a) ,he part of the pro^e »hiOh isconoerned with the estahli—t
of oiiii aviation training schools or expansxon «£^^^ (miopia)
existing schools has met ^^^^ oentres for pilots and aircraft
and Franceville (Gabon) ^^"f'^^Lh- and French-speaking African
maintenance technicians (.AIP-H, X ; lfinancing. The pilot training

countries respectively have secured ^J^^^ Aviation at Nairobi
oentre rt Hoxico (A1P-10) ^.^Z^JZ ° AIP_129), the School of
(AIP-93), "the Mogadiscio technical training cenx
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Meteorology and Civil Aviation at Niamey (AIP-13), the Training Centre at

Soroti .(Uganda) (AIP-138) have secured full finance.. Partial finance for the

expansion of the training school at Kinshasa (AIP-140) has been secured and only-

Si.3 million of a total of $9,13, million remained to be found to assure

the completion of the works.

(b) Ohe technical assistance projects of Botswana (AIP-59), the Comoros
(AIP-153), Swaziland (AIP-168) and Mozambique (AIP-111, 114) have secured full
finance .

(c) In areas of specialiaed training of aeronautical personnel, the
projects of Angola (AIP-52), Benin (AIP-55), Botswana (AIP-60), the Central African
Republic (AlP-fl), Guinea (AIP-87), the Ivory Coast (AIP-90), Kenya (AIP-92),
Lesotho (AIP-95), Mali (AIP-1Q5), Senegal (AIP-122), Seychelles (AIP-123),
Sierra Leone (AIP-125), Somalia (AIP-128), the Upper Volta (AIP-139) and Zaire
(AIP-142) have secured full finance for their implementation.

(d) With respect to financing the purchase of safety equipment, full
financing has also been secured for projects of Swaziland (AIP-I67), the

Comoros (AIP-I47, 148) and Liberia (AIP-lOO).

(e) Pew of the projects concerned with the improvement,of the international
airports in order to make them suitable for the safe reception of.faster, more

sophisticated aircraft of greater capacity have secured full financing. The

Congo's Brazzaville Airport (AIP-25) and Pointe-Noire Airport (AIP-26), the

Comoros Hahaya Airport (AIP-151, 152), Swaziland's Matsapha Airport (AIP-I65),

The Niger's fedaoua Airport (AIP-38) and Lesotho's Maseru Airport (AIP- ) have
secured finance.

(f) Very few of the regional and subregional projects have been able to
attract financing. This is a serious problem area which has to be solved if the

Decade programme is to achieve the objectives set with a view to joint operations
of routes, equipment, etc

(g) However, under the auspices of the African Civil Aviation Commission
(AFCAC) and the African Airlines Association (AFRAA) notable progress has been
made in the areas of air tariffs, the establishment of multinational training

centres and the theory problem of the exchange of fifth freedom traffic rights.

It is also worth mentioning the efforts exerted by OAU, AFCAC, ECA, UNDP and

ICAO in establishing multinational Civil Aviation Training Centres in Addis Ababa
and Mvengue in accordance with Resolutions CM/Res. 568 (XXIX) and CM/Reso 655

(XXXI) of the political bodies of the Organization of African Unity, as well as
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the continuing activities within the framework of their co-ordinating committee

aiming at seeking complementary finance require* for the effective implementation

of these training institutions.

Reference should be also made to the collective action of the African

organizations (OAU, AFCAC, EGA, AFRAA) which aims at transforming into concrete

action the wish expressed by the Ministers of Transport., Communications and

Planning in Resolution Res. 79/7 regarding the creation of an African procedure

of multilateral negotiation of air tariffs and which was reflected in terms of

programme by OAU Resolution CM/Res. 739 (XXXIII). In that context, AFCAC in

close collaboration with the Association of African Airlines, ECA and OAU

organized activities leading to the drafting of a Convention for the creation of

the African Air Tariff Conference,, In addition, a Diplomatic Conference

sponsored by OAU and ECA was held. This legal instrument was adopted on 12

December 1980 by that Conference. Practical ways of setting up this Conference

are presently being examined by AFRAA under the terms of the provisions of the

Convention.

As far as liberalization of traffic rights is concerned, AFCAC activities

in implementation of Resolution Res. 79/9 relating to traffic rights adopted

by the African Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning, and in

establishing a consultative mechinery for the granting of traffic rights which

provides to the African States a framework in which they can consult among

themselves and solve any problem relating to traffic rights especially the fifth

freedom rights, is acknowledged.

To conclude, so far the relative success of air transport sub-sector

is mainly in areas of manpower training, technical assistance and institution

building where UMDP/lCAO have played a considerable role.
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VII. INLAND WATER TRANSPORT (iNP)

The initial inland water transport sub-sector programme of the first phase

of the Decade consisted of 58 projects with a total cost of £86.20 million. The

updated first phase programmer however, consisted of 71 projects with a total

investment value of &33<3 million.

The updated programme of this sub-sector has secured 41 per cent of the

funds required for its implementation. Thirty projects with a total cost

&iO6.2 million is expected to be fully financed during the first phase. To date

68,Iyer cent of the requirement has been secured.

The sub-sector has benefited from the technical consultative meeting held

at Yaounde, United Republic of Cameroon, 15 to 17 March 1982, At that meeting,

33 road and 22 inland water transport projects were presented to donors for -

possible financing. u3ie total cost of the inland water transport projects presented

at the meeting vas £11.20 million. £he projects were concerned specifically with

institutional improvements or braining, or had scope for such components to

be built into them. ■ For both the roads and inland water transport sub-sectors

presented , a total of £342.0 million was mobilized at the end of the consultative

meeting-

One of the objectives of the Decade programme of this sub-sectcr was the

carrying out of studies or provision of technical assistance for the development

of transport on the navigable watorwaysB Among the projects concerned with such

studies, the Mano river basin (lNP-04), Modernisation of the organization of

river navigation bodies (lNP-08), Lake Tanganyika study (INP-I4), Benue river

transport study (lNP-15), technical assistance for the Central African Riverways

Authority (lNP-29), navigability study of Casamance river (lNP-43), have secured
total financing,,

As regards the renovation or expansion of river fleets, the projects of the

following countries have secured full or partial finance: Mali (lNP-24), Egypt and

the Sudan (lNP-17) 47), the Congo (lNP-40), United Republic of Tanzania (llJP-16),
Guinea (lNP-23) the Zambezi River (lNP-25), Malawi (lNP-25), Malawi (lNP-51 and
53).

Thus, the inland water transport programme has achieved some success

in areas of strengthening co-operation and joint exploitation of the

possibilities offered by African rivers and lakes and in the initial steps,

leading to the development of transport on those navigable waterways. However,

in view of the fact that major African rivers and internal lakes which offer

potential for navigation are international waterways, there is still the need

for the study of possible co-operation for the development of these rivers

and lakes especially for transport purposes.
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VIII. MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT (MMP)

The efficiency of maritime transport largely depends on the organization

of overland transport in the hinterland. The fully co-ordinated use of overland

transport in turn'calls for a well-developed facilitation system. Thus, the

multiraodal transport sub-sector programme of the first,phase comprises those

projects which concerns themselves with the collection of data, studies and

establishment of institutions for the smooth operation of the entire chain

of.transport from.shipper to consignee,

The initial first phase multimodal transport projects included in the

decade programme were nine with a total cost of $33.15 million. The updated

first phase programme of this sub-sector shows that seven of these projects

with a total investment of $28.15 million could be expected to be implemented

during the first phase.

To date, of the first phase projects only one subregional project which

is concerned with the implementation of the objectives adopted in the UNTACDA

studies (MMP-03) is fully financed. While the project dealing with the study

for the establishment of a Transport Institute (MMP-O2) has secured total

financing from UNDP, the construction component is a phase II project. Thus,

three other regional and four national multimodal transport projects have

not secured finance. The project of Morocco (MMP-O8) "Centre for transport

studies and research" should be abandoned because it is identical to MMP-O2.

The completion of the ongoing study for the establishment of the

Transport Institute (MMP-02) and the subsequent creation of the Institute

will contribute to the training and development of the reared manpower

in all the sub-sectors.
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IX CONCLUSION

Biroughout the report the. concern has been with the' efforts made and

results obtained in easing the principal constraints, i.e., the financial

constraints, so that the successful implementation of the Decade could be

secured. Consequently, the report has focussed on the efforts made, the

problems encountered and the results obtained in the process of raising funds

through the Pledging Conference and the four technical consultative meetings.

The evaluation of the progress made in implementing the first phase

programme of the Decade undertaken as part of the preparation of the second

phase programme shows that the initial Decade programme has grown both in

financial terms and in te^rms of the number of projects. The transport sector

programme which initially consisted of 610 projects at a total investment value

of $8.34 billion, now stands at 779 projects with a total cost of §14.32 ' ■
billion. This represents an increase of 27 per cent in terms of the number of

projects and 72 per cent in terms of financial requirements. As of August

1982, the transport sector as a whole constitutes, 52,7 per cent of the Decade
programme,. It has secured 45«7 per cent of the required funds for the

implementation of the above projects.

It is expected thai; 401 projects with a total cost of $6,83 biilion of

which,85 per cent has been secured will be fully financed during the first phase.
As a result, it can be.concluded that success has been attained to varying

degrees in accomplishing the studies, technical assistance and construction
aspects of the roads subsector programme.

In the"process of mobilizing funds for the Decade programme from-donors and
financial institutions through technical consultative meetings, and during

the recent evaluation exercise, it was learnt that some of the projects submitted

for inclusion in the Decade programme were not national priority projects and

consequently wore not included in the respective countries' national development

plans. On the contrary, many projects where study phases have not been completed

were presented as construction projects in the first phase. Some efforts have

been made to avoid such programming problems in the preparation of the second
phase programmeo

It is hoped that African countries themselves will submit for incorporation

in the programme only those projects which are priorities and are included in
national plans covering the period 1984-1988,
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Another area of vital concern in attaining the objectives of the Decade

is the problem of raising funds for the implementation of regional and sub-

regional projects. Many inter-governmental organizations in Africa have no

legal authority to raise funds through the negotiation of loan agreements. -

Their power is limited to accepting grants and subsidies.

■ This is one area where ways and means should be found to enable
organizations such as SADCC, ECOWAS, MULPOC's etc. to finance joint projects

of a regional or subregional nature.

Among the factors affecting the degree of success of technical consultative

meetin-s is the fact that some African countries were.lot present at the meetings

when their national projects were discussed. Another is the lack of vigorous

follow-up of the expressions of interest in projects made by donors at these

meetings.

In accordance with paragraph 111 of the global strategy of the Decade,

SCA as designated "lead agency" has taken several steps to follow up the

progress of the Decade, In order to discbarge this responsibility, it has

initiated an information machinery intended to apprise it of the state of

implementation of projects. However, to date, the lack of accurate and timely
reports from the African countries has been one of the major constraints.

It is to be hoped that the information system that has been established will

receive the support'of African Governments and that it will operate more

efficiently during the second phase.

Thus, as can been seen from this summary of the progress made in

implementing the first phase programme in transport, the sector as a whole

can be considered to have had a considerable degree of success,,
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REVIEW OP THE PROGRESS OP IMPLEMENTATION OP THE FIRST PHASE

' 1980-1983

I. ROADS AND ROAD TRANSPORT

I* Initial first phase programme

7 The global strategy and. programme of action of the United Nations Transport
and Communications Decade in Africa was approved by the first Conference of
Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning which was held at Addis
Ababa from 9 to 12 May 1979 and were published in a document entitled "Global
Strategy and Plan of Action". After the publication of this first volume another
Volume, Volume II, containing the lists of profiles of the projects to be

undertaken and implemented during I98O-I983 was published for the Pledging

Conference convened by the Secretary-General of the United Nations in New York
on tO November 1979. -The two volumes constitute the original documents of the
UNTACDA programme.

In financial terms, the total cost of the initial programme contained in

Volume II was 38.85 billion of which $8.34 billion was for the transport sector.
The share of the road and road transport subsector in this amount was 20 per
cent or $1.3 billion.

The number of projects in the road and road transport subsector was
127 projects out of a total of 771 projects initially listed in Volume II.

The objective of this is to find out the financial implications of the
updating, and revision of the programme and to analyze the progress of implementa
tion of the programme for Phase I of the roads and road transport subsector.

II. Mobilization- of finance and updating of the projects up to April 1982

Considerable attention was focused on the road and road transport subsector
by the Economic Commission for Africa in its efforts to mobilize the funds to
implement the Decade projects through the organization of Pour Technical

Consultative Meetings. Two of the four meetings dealt with the programme for
roads and road transport.

The roads and road transport programme was discussed during the Consultative
Technical Meeting held in Lome,' Togo in June 1981 with find possible sources of
financing. After updating the total investment required, it was realized that
S571.86 million out of a total of $1,671,400,000 had been obtained. 1/

1/ See E/ECA/CM.8/7/Part B, 30 March 1982, Tripoli, 27-30 April 1982.
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Special effort was also made during the Yaounde (United Republic of Cameroon)

revise!'t7 1 billion 625.5 million dollars and the funds secured to
or 40 per cent of the funds required.

III. p-*h«w of the process of road nrri roa^ transport projects contained in

the programme of Phase_I

In the period between the'publication of Volume II and the latest updating
exercLw^ris undertaken on the basis of fresh data collected during~
to African countries, 88 additional projects with a total cost of $3j452.44
SlSonTere "taitt d by African countries for"inclusion in the Decade programme.
^Te£££Tn promts and the 127 initial projects as they stand now are
the subject of this review.

Of the'total projects listed in Table 7;

(a) The following seven projects:

ROP-62, 49, 135, 140, 205, 162 and 163 were withdrawn and ^introduced
as ROP-40, 49, 131, 138, 137, 160 and 161 respectively;

(b) Two projects, ROP-184 and ROP-I85 were cancelled;

(c) One project, ROP-194 has not been costed as yet;

(d) One project ROP-159 has been divided into two new Projects;
HDP-3.174 and ROP-3.175 and is scheduled for. i*U—rtation in

phase II.

Six other projects have been divided into two or more parts. T^se are:

ROP-06 becomes EOP-06/l and ROP-06/2
ROP-22 becomes ROP-22/l and ROP-22/2 ,
ROP-34 becomes ROP-34/l ^d ROP-34/2 and ROP-34/3
ROP-37 becomes EOP-37/l an* ROP-37/2
ROP-64 becomes ROP-64/l ^d ROP-64/-
ROP-66 becomes ROP-66/l, ROP-66/2, ROP-66/3 and ROP-66/4

l/ op. oit
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T^rscveral parts rwere for ease.of reporting and for transferring only those

sectiohs/of the projects which have-not attracted financing* ■

j

ImOGonnection wiiiji the preparation of th&Thase II programme, it was decided

to gro^pcthe Phase I^jojeots into^wos thos^S "be retained in the first phase

and thjDge to be included in the draft programme0for Phase lt£ The following
^ ■-' - ] .■■ J_ J. \\ f • '- r

rules Mffe then adop**ed: "' ,'-;'-

(;&,)■ If a project consisting offr studies, cbhstruction 'said equipment

^ j. ■, has secure^ sufficient funds to finaric;e the studies as well

as the investment required for construction and equipment, then

the project can be retained in the firrfc phase. Also, a project

can be retained in the first phase. Also, a project can be

retained in the first phase if sufficient funds have "been secured

to finance the studies as well as a significant portion of the

implementation process. The reason for this is that, such a

project is likely to attract the balance required during the better

part of the Phase I periods

(b) If a project consisting of studies, construction and equipment

has secured sufficient funds to undertake only the studies, the

cost of construction and equipment (Col«6) is written in brackets

and the construction phase of the project is scheduled for Phase II

of the Decade programme. Table 2 contains a list of 55 such

projects.

(c) If none of the components of a project, (studies, construction,

equipment) has secured any funds only, the studies are included

in the Phase II programme.

It follows from the rules given'above, that the classification in Table 1

of the projects contained in the first and second phase programmes is to some

extent subjective and could give rise to differences in opinion with regards to

some borderline projects. Construction and equipment costs as well as the

total amounts indicated in columns 6 and 7 should therefore be analyzed in the

light of this.

Taking into account the statements above, Table 1 describes the financial

status of the revised first phase programme of the Decade. Tables 3 and 4

give a more or less complete picture of the status of the projects (costs)

contained in the roads and road transport sub-section as at August, 1982*
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Table 3'surnmarises and presents the updated first phase program shown
in Tame 1 IThe level of finance secured. The following observations can be
made about the programme on the basis of Table 3.

(a) The total cost of the updated first phase programme is

$2,27 "billion with:

■ (i) 46.9 per cent of it fully financed,

(ii) 43.6 per cent partially financed, and

(iii) 9.6 per cent with no financing yet.

(b) Of the 206 projects whose costs are being studied:

(i) 80 are fully financed projects (including the study

component of the projects),
(ii) 39 are partially financed projects (either the studies or

construction and/or equipment or both),
(iii) 87 projects have not been financed yet.

(0) Of the total costs of the updated, first phase programme which

amounts.to $2.27 billion:

(i) 67.2 per cent is to be provided by foreign end

African countries,

(ii) 41.1 per cent by external sources only, and
(iii) 26.1 per cent by the African countries themselves.

- The following 50 projects, and the 55 projects have been completed, (Table 2)

«. si- - - r;rr;;»*r-;:;.r(:f,;oirr;;fr
the numbering system adopted a total 01 10j P*"J ^

paragraph 1.8) were transferred into the second phase.

ROP

02 54 . 1°9 X«
22/2 55 "1 154 \%

27 66/2 12° "6 201

* 66/3 121 ififi 2234/1 71 127 l66 2U
37A 73 137 170 212
39 78 H2 171
■50 96 144 174
53 106 152 177 215
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The following nine projects have been transferred from the draft programme

of the second phase into the first phase: HOP: 3-OO7r 3.066, 3°O74, 3.149,

3»191, 3.199, 3.246, 3.248 and 3.273. This brings the number of Phase I projects

to 114.

Table 4 also gives a summary of the revised first phase projects in a

region by region classification. The following observation can be made on the

basis of the data in Table 4-

(a) Land-locked and most disadvantaged countries have secured a

larger share of the external financing required;

(b) Each group of the countries has secured about the same percentage

of the total funds required for the implementation of their projects

(23.1 per cent, 19-9 Per cent, 24-2 per cent).

IV« Conclusion

The financial status of the updated first phase programme as summarized above

shows that 67-2 per cent or $1.53 billion out of the total investment require

ment of $2.27 billion has been secured. This is indeed is a high percentage

considering that there is still one and a half years within which to mobilize

the rest of the funds.
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II. RAILWAYS AND RAIL TRANSPORT

* nf ac-tionThe global strategy and pr.gran.rnor action

and Communications Decade in Africa «as *P«^
Ministers of Transport, ^TT
Ababa from 9 to 12 May 1979 - ^JJ
Strategy and Plan of Action". Because of the

of documents containing detailed

2^s

of the United Nations Transport
of Conferenoe of

J whioh aas held at Addis

document entitled "Global

pumiPation of another

Veferred to aE Volume I

, Volume XX « prepared specifically J. tj. -^^^^
convened ^ the Secretary-General of the Oi^d W su^seotcr, 41 Projects
1979. It contained, for the railways and « 1 tran p ^ f<>r thg ^^

rt a cost of «,223 MXUon ou of a^tcta oort o t^^ ^^^

transport sector and S8.85 ^"^ *°r rail ^sector thus represented

7K
transport and communications

Over time, the content of the Decade

due to the costs being revised and ne-, pr

for railways as it was for other modes.

xx. cj^j^iU^

The technical for

institute (ESMI) prepared a tooumen= cent. -ng .11 ^^ rf ^

presented to donors and finding »B*^tl^;h ™ at a c^ of $342-6 million
projects were added another 25 projects of Which 2J-' countries to
Iat°i98O prices) have been presented * -^ & ^^ence (S^CC XX)
the Second Southern African ^^T** ^ The other four projects

in the UWTACDA programme.
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The addition of these 25 projects brought the total number of rail projects

in the programme of the first phase of the Decade to 66 and raised the cost to

$4,943 "billion. Of this total cost $80 million was for studies while the balance

was for construction, equipment and training. At the time, some $415.2 million

or 4.0 per cent in external financing and $2,047 billion or 41.4 per cent in

local financing had been secured or was envisaged.

Ill- Further additional projects introduced

During the Ouagadougou technical consultative meeting a number of governments

intimated that they had other projects which were not included in the document

put before the donors; these projects were then admitted. After the Ouagadougou

meeting more projects continued to reach the ECA secretariat. As. at April 1982,

when ECA fielded missions to all African countries to review the progress achieved

in the implementation of the programme of the first phase of the Decade,

13 additional projects had been received from the following countries: Malawi

(4), Mali (7), and United Republic of Tanzania (2). The cost of these 13 projects
is $495.6 million.

Thus, the total number of projects in the railway sub-sector for the first

phase of the Decade stands at 79 at a cost of $5,439 billion.

IV. Review of the progress of railway and railway transport projects as

at August 1982

This report brings up-to-date the information on the progress achieved in

the implementation of railway projects contained in the programme of the first

phase. The updating is made on the basis of the data collected by ECAfs

consultants who visited all African countries between April and July 1982.

Table 1 provides the updated costs of projects and shows the funds secured

or envisaged. It should however be pointed out that for the purpose of this

review some projects have been excluded and these are:

- projects RAP-12, RAP-13 and RAP-31 have been modified so

substantially that it is not considered likely that in their

new form they can be implemented during the remainder of the

first phase, they have therefore, been deferred to the second

phase.
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- for projects RAP-21, RAP-35 and RAP-36 the Governments concerned
have indicated that they no longer intend to implement them during

the first phase and should therefore be postponed until the second

phase.

- projects RAF-26 and RAP-27 of Zaire consisted of feasibility and
engineering studies although in the cost of RAP-27 construction was

included as well. However, during recent discussions wxth the

Government of Zaire it was agreed that ECA staff working with Zaire

Officials should conduct a prefoasibility study for RAP-26 and
update a study done in 1972 for RAP-27. New projects for the second
phase will then be proposed following this exercise.

-■ Projects RAP-25 and RAP-39 of Sudan have been abandoned.

Because of the exclusion of these nine projects and because of the revision
of the costs of certain projects which were discovered during the consultants
field missions there has been a substantial reduction in the overall cost of
the railway subsector programme. Furthermore, as a matter of policy it was
decided that where the original cost of a project consisted of a study and
construction, only the study component would be included in the overall cost of

the programme.

The following comments are therefore in respect only of the remaining 69
projects »hose total estimated cost is S3,12O million. On the basis of a total
cost of S3,12O million therefore, 78.6 per cent or $2,452 million has teen
definitely secured or is in the pipeline. The shortfall f- *he c°mple ion of
the programme thus becomes S668 million or only 21.4 per cent O^"^1
financing secured the contribution of African Governments is *1,8#> million

or 75.04 per cent.

to analysis of Tables 1 »d 2 reveals that 21 projects could be considered
as fully financed, of which eight are regional and subregioixal projects, one

project for an disadvantaged and land-locked country, one project is^for a

disadvantaged country and the other 11 projects are for the reet of tt»
countries, 2/ The total cost of these 21 projects is approximately 51,oy4

2/ It will be recalled that the first Conference of Ministers of Transport,
n iidd diadataged countries into five ^gories
2/ It will be recalled that

Communications and Planing divided disadvantaged countries into five ^
kd lindependent least developed and

Communications and Planing divided dig
namely, front-line states, land-looked, newly-independent, least deve

island countries. Table 3 shows the classification of countries according to
whether they are land-locked, most disadvantaged and, countries which are not

disadvantaged in any way.
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million and represents 60* 7 per cent of the total investment requirements

during the first phase. It should be noted that the projects of-only two

countries, GalDon and Nigeria, amount to $1,456 million.

,■ Thirty-two projects;whose total estimated cost is 8l,107»5 million or

35*5'per cent of the total investment.requirements were partially financed.

Only §549.6 million'or-49.6 per cent of .Si, 10.7*5 million Is required for the

implementation of these 32 projects;.-: . ;. -.-\

The. remaining 16 projects attracted no1 financing. The cost of. these

projects, represents .only. 3»& per. cent, of the total investment. " * ■

■_ _!:An analysis of railways .and ra.il. transport projects "by nature of project

ireveals that: • - ■ •■ :: ■■'-'. '.'..'•:..■>■■:•■ ■ . ■'..■'.
■■■-■■ . ■ - ■ : . --, f - -i

.... .- Technical .assistance and training constituted three projects with

_ a total sost of' "tA*O billion or 0.13pdr cent' of the total investment;

■'■■- Studies.iobnstituted',24 .■projects. >4tha.total of 8.5^...million or

1 . ;-, ■ _, 1..89 per .-cent of-the total investmentf

•- Constructiori and equipment together constituted 46,projects.with .a

■ "■"■■■total cost of $3,057 millio-n or 97.98' per cent of-the total ■ ... :

. .' . investment.1 •*•'■■■.-■' ; - , .

V.

The first phase programme of the railway"and rail transport sub-sector

can be; con_sj.deredwto have;-had a high-degree of implementation with 78.6 per

cent of the required funds_ having tee^'secured.: This-success; is largely due

to the substantial contribution oif African^countries^'tKemselves - 58,97 per

cent of the totar'cost^br 7'5»0'4 per cent' of the. secured funds.. ■
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PORTS, INLAND WATER AND MULTIMCDAL TBAHSPCRT

The T-**-8*1 ^rwt Hmse ^grammeI.

The global strategy and programme

and Communications Decade in

Ministers of Transport, Comra

from 9 to 12 Ifey 1979 and were
and Plan of Action". Because of the
documents containing detailed profil
programme, the original document is

latter document containing the project

1979. It contained for:

the United Nations Transport

first Conference of

_. was held at Addis Ababa
entitled "Global Strategy

of another set of

. contained in the Decade

to as Volume I while the

is known as Volume II•

conference that was

New York on 2C

- Shipping

- Ports

- 52. projects at a cost of $320.04 million (4 per cent)
_ 100 projects at a cost of $2,240.76 million (25 per cent)

- ports *ww *"~J— . . \

- mland Water - 57 P-jects at a cost of ^.20 million (l per cent)
_ 9 projects at a cost of $43-15 million (0.5 per cent)

- Moltiraodal

II. Changes arisin
.f the Consultant Tpohnical
'during "the period

held

ass^ss=»?f
were subregional and 12 were national projects.

As the intention of the meting

neat, and representatives of ^-^
identifying those in which donors ™>

fx^tfufdiscussions took place between ^
ideated their wiUi.ngness to consider the

projects sonetine xn t.ie future.

JZ£g?m
to Sotnde'would be interested,
x Governments. Donors

of the Inland Water
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At this juncture, the ECA secretariat informed all gathered of its plan for

short-term training courses on Inland Hater Transport to be organized in the USSR,

Poland and France. The Programme for USSR has already been carried out from
15 April to 15 July 1982. The ECA Secretariat had also carried out a study on the.

need for training Inland Water transport personnel for the whole of Africa.

(b) Abidjan Consultative Technical meeting for West and Central African

on Shipping and Port projects

The ECA secretariat prepared and presented to donors 71 shipping and port

projects*

SHP Amount HAP Amount SHP/HAP Amount
Noa of $ 2fo. of $ No. of $
projects million projects million projects million

157.5

61,45
31 1,075.0

114-81
71 1,232.5

176.26

205.717

127.75
62^

30 1 ,146

195

17

.0

.0

69 1 ,352

322

24

.0

.75

Programme presented by ECA

Cost 40
Financing secured

percentage secured

Data obtained during meeting

Cost 39

Financing secured

Percentage secured

The financing secured for the programme has increased by $147 million
(322-176). The $322 million represents only 24 per cent of the total cost compared
to 14 per cent of the programme presented. This is because many projects have been
revised upwards*. At tba sajne tinie although donors expressed interest in many

projects, they did not indicate how much they would contribute. Had they done so, it wo

it would have been possible to give detailed assessment of the outcome of the meeting
and financing could definitely have been secured at a level higher than 24 per cent.

(c) Follow-up of Abidjan Consultative Technical meeting

In Abidjan it was agreed to hold a follow-up meeting and the ECA secretariat was

given the task of hosting it in Addis Ababa which it did on 9 and 10 June 1982. The
main objective of this meeting was to consider so-called "Small projects" that

involve investment of more than $300,000 to be financed by subregional institutions
rather than submitting them to donors for financing. The ECA Secretariat submitted

38 shipping, ports, inland water transport? air transport and communications projects
with a total cost of $7-5 million. Almost all of the shipping, ports and inland

water transport projects submitted were favourably considered and will be financed

through regional or National IPF's and by institutions in the subregion.
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(d) Similar consultative technical meetings for North, Eastern and

"'■ 'Southern African States : .

So far no such consultative technical meetings have been held for the two

subregions mentioned above. However, the ECA secretariat is planning one for each

subregion in the future.

Ill, Present status of the first phase programme

(a) Shipping ■

After updating.this mode of transport, the number of projects have risen to

51 at a total cost of $384,388 million instead of 52 projects as indicated in

volume II at a total cost of £320,04 million.

At present there are 30 projects financed at a cost of £335<-946 million or 87.3

per cent. The number of partially financed projects is 10 at a cost of $41*21

million or 10,7 per cente Projects with no funding are 11 at a cost of $7«74

million or 2.0 per cent.

There are 11 projects transferred,, Eleven projects are study projects,

thirty-three technical assistance and training projects and seven constructing

equipment projects, ■-.. . . .:.-

Percentage of total financing provided by African countries is about 88 per

cent.

(b) ■ Ports

Fifty-three projects are there now in the first phase of UNTA.CDA programme

at a cost of $1300.180 million instead of 108 projects in volume II at a cost of

$2,240,76 million after-updating this mode of transport.

The number of financed projects is 34 or 64.1 per cent at a cost, of

31207,610 million or 92.9 per cent. Partially financed'projects'are 8-or-

15,01 per cent at a cost of $45,565 million or 3o5 per cent. Projects with

no funding are. 11 or 20.7 per cent at a cost of 848*65 million or 3-7 VQT

cent. :...■. . ' ■

The number of transferred projects is 54 (out., of 108). Nineteen projects

are study projects, nine are technical assistance projects and 29 are

construction/equipment projects, - . .

Percentage of total financing provided by African countries is 79-8.
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(c) Inland Water Transport

:- After updating this node of transport 30 projects at a cost of $106,222
million are' recorded instead of 57 projects as in Volume II at a' total cost of
$86.20 million.

Sixteen projects are fully financed at a cost of $72,997 million or 68.7 per

cent. Partially financed projects are 7 at a cost of $29,797 million or 28 per cent,
7 projects are without funding and the cost of these projects is $3,43 or 3.2 per
cent, ,

33 projects are transferred to Phase II. 14 projects are study projects.
7 are technical assistance projects and 9 are construction/equipment projects.

nave"financed 12.C per Cent of the cost 6if the projects,

(d) Maltimodal

The number of projects originally included in Volume II .was nine at a total
!L?f $33.15.million. After updating there are now seven.projects at a total cost

of $28.15 million, .

Totally financed projects are two or 28,5 per cent at a cost of $0.7 million
or 2.5 per cent* There are no partially financed projects. Projects with no funding
are five or 71.4 per cent at a cost of $27,45 million or 97.5 ,per cent* .

. Only one project is transferred to P;hase II* Two projects are study projects,
si* are technical assistance projects and one is construction/equipment project.

So farP African countries do not have any. contribution in this mode of
transport.

V. AIR TRANSPORT

Initially 175 air cr^nspci'C projects at a total cost of $11,502.21 million
were submitted by African Governments for inclusion in the Decade programme.
However on close examination, it was determined that the construction and equipment
of certain projects could not possibly be .implemented during the first phase and
were scheduled for implementation in.the second phase.

As a result, the cost of the p^jebts in the'air transport subsoctor to be
^ented in the first phase stood at $632,74 million or 7 percent of the total
^x^aJ.investraent of th^ first phase transport and communication Decade programme
of $0.00 billion« *
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II. Additional pro jeets

Stace the first phase p^grarane of the Decade vas launched, an additional 26
projects with a total cost of $674-9 million were submitted for ^elusion in the
pTOgrarane. Of this aasunt, 99.3 per cent vas for construction and equipment vhxle
only 0.7 per cent «as for financing the cost of studies and training.

*heThe total number of air transport projects submitted for

ass■isi?^Ar1«?=sas:f-"f^S-Es
projects at $1,025.78 million (updated data) which required preliminary studies
and hence could not be inplemented during the first phase.

Ill, Review of the .progress of jggggj^Hglil air transport projects as at
August 1982

The first phase of the Decade programme was updated from the data collected by
consultants during their missions to African countries between April and 3™1***
The financial implications of updating the first phase air transport P»f»°~*
summarized In Table 1. The data is presented again in Table 2, to show a classifx-
cation of the projects according to the level of financing (total, partial and no
financing) and priority (regional, land-locked, disadvantaged and others;.

' The following observations could be on the basis of the data presented in

Tables .1 and 2*

Out of the 201 projects contained in the first phase air transport programme

and coding a to\al of $1,136. 16 oillion (excluding $l,025;l8 million being the
cost of projects requiring preliminary studies from the total cost of all projects
submitted which is $2,162.94)*-

(a) 77 projects with a total cost of $308,213 million have secured total
financing and can be fully implemented.

(b) Another 69 projects have secured $232,01 million financing. This
brings the total financing secured to-date to $540,223 million or
25 per cent of the cost for the first phase air transport programme.

(o) Table 3 below shows a classification of first phase projects:

Table 3

Air transport projects in phase 1

Project description No. of projects Cost (10 )

ti ^08*213
1. Completed projects H J^ ge

2. Cancelled projects b *°*
3. Partially financed and

transferred °? 1 071 17
4. Transferred projects _JiL X* ' ■■■

Total 201 2,162.943
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(d) However, as pointed out earlier, the -total cost of the first phase is

not $2,162,94 million as shown above, but is less by $1,025el8 million

Nb-i^h represents +*he ocr=t of ten projects (£IP 28; 45> 23j 64? 70?

20, 173, 171, 33, 37). " ' . \

Gonelusion . ■»,:■,

The first phase air transport programme has received 47o6 per cent of the

actual total investment requirement of $1,136,16 million. A large portion, 27,5

per cent or;$l4£«4<3 million of the total financing obtained has been provided by-

African countries theraselvesj while the remainder of the amount or $391-743 million has

has come from external sources* It- can be seen quite clearly that external Sources

have provided the major part of the financing required for implementing the first

phase programme. , ■*.

: ■ ■ -■-.- . . VI, OTMJNICATIOKS \ . ',..,..,-.

.Recognizing the need "for an effective1 transport and Rommunioations

infrastructure, the. United Nations proclaimed a Transport and Communications

Decade in Africa. (UlffAGDA) f6r the years 197^"198C* 3/ The principal goal, of

the Decide is to achieve independence, pelf-reliance and international no-operatic.i

aoang African .-;quhtries in tlie field of transport and r-ommunications. The,

-communication sector progran^ae of the Decade' has been designed to. help oo-oniinate

the development of conimunication systems arid supporting institutions in the member

countries^. The sector ..programme Isyw emphasis on: "■' ■

(lr) upgrading and. eJ4Jcuioi^j.i, ux xiaCiynd.1 ii

. ; ... (2) ^.evelopmeiit of comnunication capabilities in rural comnunitieij;: .

(3) rapid expansion of r-ommunication slo.lls and manpower development

■ Institutions? .r ; .

(4) appropriate exploitation of the new communication technologies for

national and interregional comciunicatibns f and continuing .e^ansion

of the terrestrial coramunication network project PAHAFTELj

(5) f.ronotirigt the establishment of teleoomnunication> broadcasting and

postal equipment msnufaeturing facilities.

Certain specific tary^ts have been set for the Decade in terms of the

penetratiqii-9f, coniDunication'services. In the common-carrier subsector the-

tentati-ve, objective is to achieve an average density of penetration of one telephone pe

per 100 of the population as against the current world average of 14«7» To obtain

3/,. itesojlution 39/162 of the United Nations General Assembly7

19 December 1977*" " ' "*"' ^ *' " " " : ; -
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this average density of penetration ax, Vestment of the order ef $2.5 billion
(1972 valui) will be required in Afriea as a whole. The objective for the
broadcasting subsector is to achieve full sound broadcast coverage *°r eaeh
country, and an increase of sound broadcasting receiver penetration from the
TacaeS 7 to 20 sets oer 100 of the population. The attainment of these goals
Sy involve an outlay of the order of $2 billion (1978 value) over the period
of the Deeade. In the postal subse-tor the target is one post offi.ce to serve

3,000 to -6,000 inhabitants.

The Deeade has been underway for four years, and the first phase programme

-1983) is Hearing completion. The sections which follow review briefly the
proLs^of each subsector within the communications sector and summarize «,
:tabular fom the status of each project proposed la Phase I of the Decade.

I, Teleftocmunications

Ninety projects were submitted for consideration in the telecommunications
subsector of IZ first phase of the Decade programme. Fortnight were regional
or stbregJ.oLl Projects addressing common needs such as ** f"*?"^"*
S3S convocation links, (including TEP^l, the all ^^
networklconstructior. project) the establishment of regxonal mnpower

centres and the study of prospects for establishing a ^^^^f^
communication network. The remaining 42 projects were ^mtted by
govern^nts for the improvement or extension of donestxc *elec°r^^ior of
capabilities. These projects focussed mainly on the P»~to« «^^^^
newnetwork and exchange equipment. &>me attention was also paid to the provisxo

of training facilities and general manpower development.

The total value of all telecommunications projects submitted in the first
Dhase of tteTecIde was 0531.06 million, based aorfly ^f^*
estimates. Sevent^nprojeot. are expected to be completed in this phaseoftta
Decade^ at a total cost of approximately $40.61 million. Ano«2erf7
originally proposed fa Plmse I will be carried over to Phase II °^
programme to be joined with a wide variety of new projects. Together ^^
projects should fora the basis of an even larger and more successful investment

programme for Phase II of the Decade,

II, Broadcastin

centres and soine manpower training.




